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Thisinvention relatestowebfeeding and severing m8? 
chines by which webs or strips of paper cardboard, 
orother laminarmaterial may be Severed into units con 
sisting ofsheets orcards of predetermined length. - 

Machines of thisgeneral type have been produced and 
used before thistime and have been variously denomi 
nated strip severing devices sheet detachers shect 
bursters and other designations Devices of this char 
acter have been most commonlyused in connection with 
feeding?imprinting separating and collating manifold 
or record strips of various kinds and have greatly facili 
tated the separation of such strips or webs?usually in 
multifold assemblies?into individual units the strips 
usually beingsevered along pre-formed transverse longi 
tudinally spaced lines of perforations One example of 
priormachines of this basic type is shown and described 
in U.S. Patent No.2,513,093?granted June 27?1950 to 
one of the presentapplicants. .… * 
The general object of the presentinvention is to pro 

vide a novel and improved machine of the class de 
scribed,whichis of relativelysimple construction eficient 
and rapidin operation and notonlyadapted to facilitate 
the separation of larger fiexible strips or Webs Such as 
manifolding material but also possessing a versatility 
which rendersit quickly convertible touse in separating 
strips of stifer cardboard material into much Shorter 
1engths than the usual manifolding sheet Thus the 
novel device is perfectly suited to separate relatively 
narrow punch cards orthe like from the webs or strips 
in which form they are usually prepared and printed. 
For reasons havingto do with the requirements of the 

direction of the grain of the cardboard material?thatis 
the extent of the individual fibers?and also on account 
of the necessity for the provision of accurate margins 
on the individual cards for properly locating the punched 
holes?these webs or strips are made up by gluing to 
gethernarrow overlappingstubs or connecting tabs which 
are separated from their adjacent cards by lines of per 
forations. Narrow longitudinal marginal strips contain 
ing pin-feed perforationsare alsousually provided on each 
side of the webs and these strips are also partially Sepa 
ratedfrom the cards by lines of perforations. The prob 
1em of separating or bursting the cards from the web 
therefore becomes one not only of working on relatively 
short units but also of efecting a double bursting for 
each card whereby the leading cards may be Separated 
from the intervening stub or tab and the extremely 
narrow stub separated from the next following card? 
and all of this at a very rapid rate. 
The invention?therefore contemplates the provision of 

an assembly which comprises an initial web feeding 
mechanism which governs the rate at which the web is 
advanced through the machine any preferred type or 
combination of longitudinal slitters printing means or 
numbering mechanism and then the bursting or Sepa 
rating device proper which is convertible and adjustable 
to accommodate either manifold forms of various sizes 
or the narrow tabulating punch cards described above. 
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The separating mechanism in its preferred embodi 

ment comprises a pair of rolls disposed at a fixed point 
along the machine to receive the web between them and 
being driven at substantially the same rate as the initial 
web feeding mechanism The upper roll of this pair or 
couple is a jump roll operated to alternately rise and 
descend upon the web according to a predetermined 
cycle. - 

Cooperating with the jump roll setis another pair of 
rolls between which the web passes afterit leaves the 
jumprolls and these rolls are arranged to be continually 
ir gripping feeding contact with the web and to run?at 
a somewhat higher speed than the basic speed of the 
web aforded by the initial feed mechanism and the jump 
rolls. These latter rolls serve as pull rolls orsnatch rolls 
which applyseveringtension tothe gripped portion of the 
web or strip while rearward portions are retarded orre 
strained?at least momentarily during the Severing opera 
tion?by the jump roll couple Novel cam means are 
provided for timing the operation of the jump rollin 
accordance with the dimensions ofthe units of cardboard 
or paper beingsever2d; and means are also accordingly 
provided for variably positioning the pull roll set along 
the frame of the machine at the appropriate distance from 
the jump roll Set. - - * 

?n handling reiatively long units Such as manifold 
sheets itis preferred to employ an A-blade a divergent 
edged knife or ledger plate against which the perforated 
ines of division between successive units of the Web are 
tensioned However provisionis made forthe displace 
ment of this blade to an idle position when the pull 
rolls are set close to the jump roll set for bursting the 
short cards and stubs. ? 

Gther objects and features of movelty including novel 
construction and arrangements of web guides card or 
sheetcollectors jumproll actuator and pull rolladjusters, 
will be apparent from the following Specification when 
read in connection with the accompanying drawings in 
which one embodiment of the inventionisillustrated by 
way of example. - * 

?n the drawings: - 
Figure 1 is a longitudinalvertical sectional view of a 

machine embodying the principles of the invention, the 
device being Set up to handle webs adapted to be sepa 
rated into units of the larger sizes as for manifolding; 

Figure 2 is a transverse vertical sectional view taken 
on line2-2 of Figure 1; - 

Pigure 3 is a similarview taken-on line3-3 of Figure 
1 lookingin the opposite direction from that of Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view on 
an enlarged Scale of the central portion ofthe machine, 
as Set up for card bursting; - 

Figure 5 is a top plan view?partially in horizontal 
Section?of the central portion of the machine setru 
as in Figure 4; ? ? 

Figure 6 is a detailview in vertical section showing 
means for locking the adjustable pull roll set in fixed 
position; * - - 

Figures 7 and 8 are fragmentaryviews inverticalsec 
tion showing two adjusted positions of a guiding plate 
for confining the movement of the web and its severed 
eads between the two sets of cperating rolls; 

Figure 9 is a sornewhat diagrammatic view in vertical 
longitudinal Section showing the drive gearing for the 
operative parts of the machine; - 

Figure 10 is a fragmentary detailview in side eleva 
tion ofthe jump-rolactuating cam and associated mech 
anISm; - 

Figure 11 is a fragmentary planview ofamanifolding 
web adapted to beseparated bythe novelmachine; 

Figure 12is a similarview showing a web composed 
of alternating punch cards and connectingstubs adapted 
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to be separatedinto its component parts by the machine 
when properly adjusted forthe purpose as described: and 

Figures 13 and 14 are diagrams in side elevation of 
the burster portion of the machine showing two Stages 
in the Severing of a card andits stub from a Web. 

Referring now more particularly to Figure 1 of the 
drawings?it will be seen that the operative mechanism 
of the machine is carried upon a framework comprising 
the Spaced side frames 15 and ?6 having feet #7 adapted 
to rest upon a Suitable bench desk?table or other Sup 
port Suitable tie rods may be employex to naintain 
the side frames 15 and ?6 in rigid Spaced relationship 
and these rods as such form no part of the present in 
vention? butitis understood that they may be interposed 
as needed and may in some cases Serve the dual purpose 
of bracing the frames and also Supporting other parts of 
the mechanism. 

Before describingthe operative mechanisminits details, 
it may be stated that the essential groups of devices from 
the left-hand side of Figure 1 toward the right-hand Side 
thereof may be recited as follows: the imitial and govern 
ing basic sheet feed is designated generally by the refer 
ence characterA;a slitting device for removing perforated 
pin guide margins from the web is indicated at B; a 
printing device together with its inking mechanism is 
shown at C; the versatile adjustable Separator or burster 
mechanism is indicated generally at D: and a sheet re 
ceiver table or board susceptible of variations in details 
for the handling of diferent types of materialis shown 
at position E. 
The means embodied in the grouping A?for moving 

thewebforwardly whetheritis ofthe large unit manifold 
ing type or a web with Smaller units Such as bank checks 
ortabulating punch cards?is comprised by the tractor pin 
feedermechanism29 whichembodiestwo sprocketwheels 
21 and 22 and a chain 23 provided with a succession of 
pins 24 which on the upper orfeeding side of the mech 
anismenterinto spaced perforationsin the marginal strips 
carried by the webs being fed This accurate alignment 
feeding mechanismis known in itself and enters into the 
present combination only in so far as demanded by the 
need for an accurate Standard feed of the web toWard 
the printing and separating devices. The feeder may be 
of the type known as a “Formaliner" and covered by 
patents granted to Carl Mabon one of the present in 
ventors and exemplified by United States Patents Nos. 
2,136,820,2,158,585,2,171,003?2,208,994 and2,302,704. 
A curved guide plate 25 having a flange 25 secured 

to the side frames by bolts or rods 27 serves to guide 
the web W1 in a curved path toward the Formaliner 
feeder. 
At this point it will be well to describe in somewhat 

more detail the general classes of Webs which may be 
effectively fed printed and separatedinto componentumits 
by means ofthe presentinvention. In Figures 11 and 12 
there are diagrammatically illustrated two types of web 
which representratherwide divergencies in size and con 
sistency of sheets to be separated In Figure 11 there is 
illustrated at W1 a manifolding web which may consist 
of one Or more Superposed record layers, with or with 
outinterventing carbon webs. The web W in its un 
treated form as fed to the present machine comprises a 
Succession of sheet areas S separated by the transverse 
Iine of perforations p and having marginal strips m con 
taining spaced openings h for cooperating with the pins 
24 of the feeding instrumentality 29. These marginal 
feed strips also may be connected with the main parts 
of the web by a line of perforations P'? or reliance may 
be had upon the Slitting mechanism to cut ofthe marginal 
Strips without pre-formed creases perforations orweak 
ened lines. Such slitters act approximately at the point a 
in cutting of the feed marginsfrom the web. The burst 
ing mechanism efects the separation of the separate ? 
sheets Sas indicated at bin Figure 11. 

In Figure 12 there is shown a web W2 whichis to be 7 

4 
separatedinto units of tabulating card or check Size and 
in the case of the former the webis composed of Separate 
card units C joined by overlapping fiap?tab Gr Stub 
portions Twhich are glued together by means of a Suit 
able adhesive Marginal strips m' are provided against 
the edges of web W2 and are Separated therefrom by a 
line of perforations or scorings p? The tabs or Stubs T 
are also separated from the cards proper C by a double 
line of perforations d and e and in cases where the web 
is of double width having two cards C positioned side by 
side as iilustrated a central line of perforations n is 
provided. 
The arrangement in Figure 1 of the drawings shows 

the machine as set up for accomplishing the separation 
of the larger sheets from a web as schematically Sug 
gested in Figure 11. 
The web W1 after beingfedinto the machine by means 

Of the device 20 passes between slitting rollers 3{} and 
31 at station B where the marginal perforated edges are 
Cut from the web. - 
At the station C the web passes over an impression 

cylinder or platen roll 33 and has Suitable intelligence 
?rinted uponit by means of a type cylinder or roller35. 
The device indicatedgenerally by the reference character 
35 may be an inking means containing a fountain foun 
tain rollers and ductor rollers crany other conventional 
form ofinkapplying device the mechanism being carried 
upon an arm 37 pivoted at38 on the side frame projec 
tions or other bracket supports 39?whereby the inking 
mechanism may be swung away from operative position 
as required. 
A roller 40 and a cooperating series of wheels or disCS 

4? Serve to assist the feed of the web Wl toward the 
separating station D. 
The detailed construction and arrangement of the sepa 

rator or burster mechanism D will be described first in 
connection with Figures 1 2 and 3 where the arrange 
mentis shown set up to severwebs such as that depicted 
in Figure 11 of the drawings Surmounting the main 
portions of the side frames 15 and 15 of thernachine are 
the upwardly disposed side frame portions S0 and 51. 
Each of these side frame members is provided with a 
vertical slot orguideway 52 within which are received 
the bearings S3 and 54 of the lower and upper rolls 55 
and 56 of the jump roll set whichisindicated generally 
by the numeral 57 The lower one 55 of these rolls is 
preferably formed of rubber or a rubber-like composition 
to provide a resilientsurface with a high coefficient of 
frictional engagement with the Surface of the web and 
the resilient portion of this rollis bonded to the shaft58 
the ends of which are carried in the bearing blockS 53 
ateach Side ofthe Same. 
The upperrol156 of the pairis preferably of metal or 

at least metal surfaced and the peripheral Surface is 
slightly roughened or knurled to aford better frictional 
contact forgripping engagement with the web The pair 
of blocks 54 forthe jump rolls S@ areurged downwardly 
so thatthe jump roll56 is biased toward the lower mating 
roll S5, by means of the coil Spring@0 which may be ad 
justedin tension by means of the threaded bojt 6??which 
is provided with the 1ock nut 62 and a head 63 which 
bears upon the Spring the bolt passing through the 
bridging piece 65 disposed at the top of the süb-frame 3? 
overthe slotorguideway32. - 
Forthe purpose of intermittently raising and Howering 

the jump roll 55 mechanism is provided which is best 
seen in Figures 5 and 10°of the drawings. The bearing 
blocks 54 disposed at the sides of the machine within 
the guideways 52 are mounted for vertical reciprocation 
within the guideways. Upon the ends of the Shaft 56° 
of the jump rol156 are mounted the roliers 64?a\ld fixed 
to a cross shaft65 which extends through the side frames 
on both sides of the machine are the crank leyers 56. 
These crank 1evers have faces which beart?pwardly be 
neath the rollers 64 when the cranks Gé are Swuagup 
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wardly and forthe purpose of thus Swinging the cranks, 
at least one of them (the one on the near Side of the 
machine as viewed in Figures 5 and 10 according to the 
illustrated embodiment) is provided with a lever arm eX 
tension 63 upon the end of which is provided a follower 
wheel or roller 59 adapted to be contacted by the op 
erative surfaces of the carn member 79. The cam 70 has 
two oppositely disposed circalar arc Surfaces 7? and al 
ternate oppositely disposed flat surfaces 72?the lower 
one ofthe latter beingin contact with the follower roller 
69 in Figure 10. The cam 70 is of one piece with the 
pinion 73?beingpinned thereto by means of the Screws or 
other fastening elements 76?the combined element being 
mounted for rotation on a stub shaft 77 carried by part 
of the framing This cam and pinion elementis rotated 
in timed relationship with the operation of the other ele 
ments of the machine and the means for driving the cam 
will be presently described The Unitary element con 
sisting of the cam 79 and the pinion 75 is furnished as a 
series of interchangeable elements the flats on the cam 
Surface being circumferentially arranged and lengthened 
or shortened according to the nature of the sheets or Sec 
tionsto be Severedfrom the web. 
The jump roll set jüst described serves the purpose of 

gripping or retaining the web atthe proper points behind 
one of the transverse weakened lines so that when the 
forwardly disposed unit of the web is Suddenly pulled 
the web is severed along said line The means for eX 
erting the pall on the forward end of the webin orderto 
burst he advanced unit therefrom?wil now be described. 
This pulling mechanism comprises the pull roll or snatch 
roll stand designated generally by the refereace numeral 
80 and it will be seen in a remote adjusted position in 
Pigure 1 for operating upon webs such as the manifeld 
ing assembly shown in Figure 11 and in Figüre 4 the 
puil roll stand 89 is shown in closed-in position as for 
Severing shorter units for example the tabulating card 
webs shown in Figüre 12. 
The pull roll stand 89 itself comprises two side frames 

82 and 83 which are connected by tie rods or shafts Such 
as indicated at 35?35?and 87. The pull roll frame is 
mounted for sliding adjustment on the skeleton eXten 
sions ISA and ?6A of the side frames 1S and i5 of the 
machine As most clearly shown in Figures 3 and 5 
of the drawings Supporting rails 99 and 9? are Secured 
along the upper edges of the main frames and the pull roll 
frames 82 and 83 are disposed for sliding movement on 
these rails or tracks 99 and 9i Secured inwardly of the 
rails or supports 99 and 91 are the racks 92 and 93. 
The pull roll side frames 32 and 83 are provided with 

vertical slots or guideways 95 within which are disposed 
the bearing blocks 95 carrying the ends of the shaft 97 
of the lower pull roll 93. This lower roliis interrupted 
throughcut its Hength as shown in Figure 3 having al 
ernating marrow and wider portions the wider portions 
indicated at 99 being faced with resilient material Such 
as rubber for ofering good frictional contact with the 
underside ofthe web. 
The upper pull roll ?? has a metal Surface roughened 

or knurled for frictional engagement with the upper sur 
face of the web. The shaft {61 of the upper roll bears 
rotatably in the bearings 02 disposed within the güides 
95. The pressure of the upper roll 09 upon the web 
may be adjusted by any Suitable or conventional means, 
Suggested in the present disclosure by the screws or bolts 
?94 andthe lock nuts ?5 which pass downwardlythrough 
the upper bridging bar or plate i95 dispoged at the top 
of the guideway in the frames 82 and 83. A cover plate 
1?9 may be applied above the rols as desired. 
Forguiding the web toward the bite ofthe pul roils 98 

and 190 a Sheet metal guide plate or deflector 20 is pro 
vided This plate comprisestwo teiescoping members i2? 
and 22 the upper member ?21 being provided with 
enveloping flange portions ?23 forslidably embracing the 
margins of the lower plate 22 So that the plate may be 
maintainedinsubstantially co-planarposition throughout 
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6 
the extension and contraction of the two plates The for 
ward end of the guide plate portion 22 is provided with 
downwardly projecting ears Comprising blocks 125 upon 
either side thereof these ears being provided with open 
ingSto receive the shaft ?25whichis carried by the eccen 
tricaliy mounted hubs 127 having offsetaxles 128 which 
are rotatably mounted in the lower portions of the pull 
roll side frames 82 and 83 At least one of the hubs 
?27 is provided with a Short handle rod i30 by means of 
which the hubs and Shaft126 can be rotated in order to 
swing the forward end of the deflector orguideway120 
üpwardlyinto active positionforguidingthe ionger Sheets 
iato the bite of the snatch rolls or downwardly into an 
imactive position The intermediate portion of the guide 
or deflector 20 moreparticularlythe lowerplateelement 
?22 is Supported tlpon Spring leaves or prongs 13i car 
ried by a cross Shaft i32 and a rearend stop fange i34 
projects downwardly andis adapted to imitthe extent of 
the movement of the telescoping guide 12{} The prongs 
131 prevent the rearwardend of plate i22 from dropping 
when the pull roll standis set inits furthest position. 

For collecting the severed units of the web a pile 
board ?&?is provided the forward end of which is sus 
pended by means of the hangers H41 which are provided 
with hooked upper ends adapted to Surround the shaft 
37 Suitably Secured in an opening in the side frame 
82 and 83 of the adjustable pull roll Stand 89 are the 
diagonally disposed suspending links 143 the lower ends 
144 of which support the outer portion of the pile board 
140 Avertically extending back board145 may be pro 
vided to stop the sheets Itis noted thatthe pile boardis 
supported by the Sliding pull roll frame 89 and adjust 
able longitudinally ofthe nain machine frame alongwith 
the roll Stand, 

Referring still to Figure 1 of the drawings, wherein 
the machine is set up for handling fiexible webs which 
are to be Severed into relatively long units it will be 
Seen that an intermediately disposed bursting knife device 
indicated generally by the reference numeral 159 is pro 
vided between the pull roH stand 39 and the jump rollin 
stallation 57 This device comprises an A-blade 15? 
mounted upon a frame which comprises the swingingside 
bars i52 Suspended from the supporting cross rod 153 
which is pivotally mounted as at 154 in the side frame 
members 39 and Si The depending frame includes also 
the cross rod iSS to which the wider central portion of 
the blade 15i is secured as by means of the screw 156; 
the ends of the blade 151 are fastened to the side frame 
members 152 as by means of the Screws or bolts 1S8. 
As clearlyshownin Figure 2 ofthe drawings the end por 
tions of the blade 151 are narrower thanthe intermediate 
portion?which latter comes to a pointatthe apex 59 of 
the knife Paper guiding piates 151 are provided for 
ensuring that the web approaches the edge of the blade 
151 properly. 
The knife frame 150 occupies the positionshown in Fig 

ure 1 when inuse andissecüredin that position by means 
Gf the Spring projected locking pins 165 which enter open 
ings 165in the side frame members 50 and5??beingurged 
therein by means of the Springs 157 The pins are pro 
videdwith knuried heads 168 bymeans of which they may 
be readily withdrawn when the frame isto be swungup 
Wardly to idle position. 
The idle position of the knife frame l59 is shown in 

Pigures 4 and 5 of the drawings where the arrangementis 
SWung upWardly around the crCSS Shaft or rod 153 and 
the rod 153 may be locked in such position by means of 
the thumb screws H@9. An angle bracket 70 may be 
provided upon the top of the jump roll bridging plate 55, 
against which the frames 132 mayabut. 
When itis desired to move the pull roll set 39 from 

the outer position Shown in Figure 1 to the inward posi 
tion shown in Figure4 wherein itis adapted to actupon 
webs which are to be divided into Smaller units such as 
tabulating cards checks or the ike the knife frame 
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150 is swung to itsupperidle position and the pull roll 
Set 80 is moved along the guides or racks 99 and 9 by 
means of the gears 17 which are carried üpon the rotat 
able shaft 37?which shaft a?so functions as cae of the 
tie bars uniting the side frames of the pull roliset The 
gears i7 mesh with the racks 92 and 93. The Shaft 37 
has Suitable bearings in the side frames 32 and E3 and 
is provided upon one ofits outer ends with a hand wheel 
172 by means of which the shaft and gears 74 may be 
rotated and travelled along the racks 92 and 93. 
For locking the pull roll Set Sö in adjusted PCgitiQB? 

means are provided which may be best seen in FigüreS 5 
and 5 ofthe drawings. Acrank plate 136 is pinned to the 
frame 32 by means ofthe stub shaft 131. The renicte end 
of the plate 139 is split as at S3 and provided with a 
circular opening intermediate the slit whichis adapted to 
receive the rotatable shaft 37 as betweer wise jaws. 
A manipulating rod H83 having a handle portion 435 is 
provided with an attenuated Screw-threaded end gortion 
i87 which passes through the upper portion of the plate 
180 and is screwed into a threaded opening lä8 in the 
1ower portion i39 of the bifurcated plate ft wili be 
readilyunderstood that whenthe pull rollStandis disposed 
at its desired position the manually operated locking 
rod 185 may be rotated So as to bring the jaws of the 
bifurcated portion of the plate 139 togetherinto gripping 
relationship with respectto the shaft87. This will prevent 
rotation of the Shaft and thus preveat rnovement of the 
gears 179 upon the racks 92 and 93 and efectively lock 
the pull Stand in shifing position, 

In Figures 4 and 5 of the drawingsit will be seen how, 
upon displacement of the knife frame 159 the pall roil 
Stand 69 may be brought very close to the jump roll Set 
S5?56 infact in the very position formerly occupied by 
the knife blade This will permit the severing of the web 
intovery Smallunits itwillalso be seen thatin this posi 
tion the sheet deflector or guide arrangernent 23 is 
lowered to anidle position?Since the relatively short cards 
and stubs are fed at high speed directly frcm the jump 
rollstothe pull rollswithoutthe necessity forintermediate 
Support. 
The transmission means for driving the varioris rolls 

and other mechanism will now be described with par 
ticular reference to Figure 9 as well as certain portions 
of Figures 2 3 and 5. The source of power for the ma 
chine is the motor M whichis Supportedin the lowerpor 
tion of the framework in any Suitable or conventional 
way Through agearreduction indicated at G the motor 
drives the transverse shaft 200 upon whichis fixed a gear 
201 which meshes with a larger gear 202 near the far 
side of the frame as viewedin Figure 9. Theimprinting 
mechanism rolls 33 and 35 are mounted respectively on 
shafts204 and 205and these shafts carry the intermeshing 
gears205and 207 the formergear295also meshing with 
the large drive gear 202 all at the farside of the frame. 
Thus the printing rollers are driven from the same source 
cfpoweras the rest ofthe machine In a similarfashion, 
by conventional means not shown the pin feed device 
20 is driven in synchronism with the rest of the machine. 
Upon the near end of the impression roll shaft294 is 

fixedagear298which mesheswith anidler209journalled 
on the side frame i5 and this idlergearin turn meshes 
with thegear210fixed on the shaft21i ofthe lowerfeed 
roll 49. This serves to drive the feed rollin Synchro 
nism with the rest of the mechanism. 
The shaft58 of the lower roll 55 of the jump roll 

set carries a gear 215 which meshes with the gear 216 
carried bythe shaft56 ofthe jumproll 56 Theamount 
of upward displacement of the jump roll 56 under the 
influence of the cam 70 is insuficient to cause the drive 
gears215and 216to become unmeshed so that the drive 
of both jumprollsis constant throughout the operation of 
the device. 

IFor driving the rolls SS and 56 the shaft 58 of the 
1owerrol155 carries a sprocketwheel235 about which is 

30 
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trained a chain 240 whichis driven by a sprocket wheel 
233 rigid with agear 500 whichis operatively connected 
with the motor by means of the double gearset consisting 
of the gears S@? and S62?the former meshing with the 
sar 509 and the latter with the drive gear 201. 
Adjacent the near end of the shaft 58 of the lower roll 

53 of the jump roll setis fixed a gear21S which meshes 
with a larger gear 219 (see Figures 9 and 10) which 
largergear meshes with the gear 75 which is rigidly se 
cured to the cam 70. The cam forthe jump rollis thus 
Griven ia Synchronism with the machine and the shape 
of the cam determines the cyclic operation of the jump 
roll The cam and the cam driving mechanism may be 
carried within the external housing 22? as shown in 
Figures 2 and 5 ofthe drawings and this housing may also 
provide the bearing for the gears 219 and 75 as shown 
at 22? and 222 respectively. 

For driving the pull rolls 93 and #00 the following 
mechanismis provided Secured upon the pull rollshafts 
97 and 10 are the gears 225 and 226, this ensuring the 
rolling contact between the pull rolls Externally of the 
farside frame 83 of the pull roll Set there is fixed upon 
the lower roll shaft 97 a sprocket 228 and upon a stub 
Shaft229 carried by the side frame 83(orif desired this 
shaft may be a prolongation of the manually operated 
shaft 87) is mounted a Sprocket 239. Adjacent the re 
mote end ofthe main side frame 15 orits extension 16A? 
there is mounted an idler Sprocket 232 and there have 
aiready been described the driving sprocket 233 and the 
jump roll sprocket 235. Trained around the Sprockets 
235?228?230?232 and 233 is the sprocketchain 240 and 
it will be readily seen that the drive to the pull rolls is 
maintained during any adjusted position thereof due to 
the arrangement ofthe sprocket228 and theidlersprocket 
230 on the pull roll stand S9. 
When the device is run at close coupled position for 

working on punch cards and theirstubs a receiver such 
as that generallyindicated by the reference numeral 250 
in Figures 4 and 5 is provided on the pile board 140. 
The details of this catcher or receiverwill be described as 
the description of the method of operation proceeds. 
The operation of the device in Severing or separating 

webs such as Wi in Figure 11 into their component 
sheets S will now be describedin connection with Figure 
1 of the drawings The web Wi is guided over the 
curved sheet guide 25 and the marginal perforations h 
are engaged by the pins 24 of the tractor-like pin feeding 
device 20. The speed of this pin feedergoverns the rate 
of progress ofthe sheetthrough the machine. 
The marginal Strips m are cut from the main portion 

ofthewebalongthe linesp'by means ofthe slitters39?31 
and then the web is fed through the imprinter?Stamper, 
or numbering device C?passing between the impression 
cylinder33 and the type cylinder35. Supplemental feed 
ing devices 40, é may be provided the rollers or discs 
4? bearing Hightly upon the web. 
Erom this point onward the positive feed of the web 

as süch occurs only intermittently as when the jump 
rol135 is permitted to press downwardly upon the web 
asit passes over the roll 55 underthe intermittent action 
of the controlling cam 79. The advanced portion of the 
web beyond the jump roll set passes beneath the A 
blade151 and thence is guided by the sheet deflector120 
to enter the bite of the pull roll set 80. The pull rolls 
98?199 due to the calibration of the drive gearing and 
sprockets is run at a somewhatfaster rate than the jump 
roll set and the preceding instrumentalities and the slack 
formed in the web between the jump rolls and the pull 
rolls is taken up to a large extent by the faster rate of 
movement of the pull rolls once the web has entered 
between them. During thistime the jumproll 56 is held 
in raised position by the cam 7? Thenjustas the trans 
verse weakened line p passes out of the bite of the jump 
rollsthe campermitsthejump roll56to descend andgrip 
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the succeedingsheet Sjustto the rear of the line of per 
forations. Since the pull rolls 9S?100 are running faster 
than the gripping jump roli set the web is tautened 
Suddenly and by the time the line of perforations orother 
scored line preaches the edge of the knife 151the webis 
Snappedinto contactwith the knife and the tear starting 
atthe middle of the sheet nearthe apex 160 of the knife 
151?proceeds rapidly outwardly to the margins of the 
sheetand the separation of the sheetis efected. 
By an inspection of the knife blade 151 in Figure 1 

of the drawings it will be Seen that the knife is bent Cr 
angled rearwardly so that the central portion adjacent 
the apex i60?where it is secured to the bar H55 by 
means of the screw 156 is ofset slightly to the rear 
of the side portions of the blade This bend in the blade 
is such that the tearis started at the middle of the Web 
andis completed by the time the score line passes through 
the slight distance from the rearapex of the blade to the 
end portions of the blade The pull or Snatch rolls then 
transport the severed sheet S. rapidly toward the back 
board 145 and the sheets are piled up on the pile board 
149 The next advancing forward edge of the web W? 
is guided by the sheet deflector 129 toward the bite of 
the pull rolls and the processis repeated foreach succes 
sive Sheet S. 
jump roll 56 to rise until it is again permitted to grip 
the sheetjustto the rear of the next line of Severance. 
The operation of the device in the position to which 

itisadjustedin Figures4and 5 ofthe drawings to handle , 
webs such as thatindicated at W2 in Figure 12, will now " 
be described As indicated previously the particular 
web used as an example of the operation of the machiae 
in its short-coupled adjustmentis made up of tabulating 
or punch cards used in business machines and com 
prises a series of cards Cand their overlapping connecting 
stubs ortabs T thesetabs being glued together by means 
of a suitable adhesive The web W2 passes through the 
machine in the same manner as described in connection 
with the previous exampleup to the pointwhereitreaches 
the severing unit D. It will be noted that the knife 
frame 150 is swung to its idle upper position and the set 
80 of pull rolls is moved very close to the jump roll set 
and occupies the position formerly occupied by the knife. 
The exact position of the pullrolls 80is set accordingto 
the width of the cards by turning the hand wheel 172 
until the gears 179 have advanced to the proper point 
along the racks 92 and 93. Then the cross shaft 87upon 
which the gears 179 are fixedis lockedin place by screw 
ing the handle 185 to cause the locking clamp plate 180 
to grip the shaft 87 firmly as previously described The 
eccentric mounting of the sheet deflector plates 120 is 
swung to a downwardidle position as shown. 
As in the other case the pull rolls 98, 100 are run 

atafaster rate than pinch rolls55?56 and wewillassume 5 
that the advancing edge ofthe web W2 is as indicatedin 
Figure 12 where the line of severance e occurs at the 
forward edge of one of the tabs T The spacing between 
the two sets of rolls is so determined that at this point 
the pull rolls 98?100 grip the tab T between them and 
the jump rol56 has just been loweredinto contact with 
the first card Cimmediately in advance of the following 
line of Severance e Since the puli rolls are running at a 
faster rate than the jump roll set the web will be burst 
along the first line d and the tab Twill be thrown for 
wardly out of the bite of the pull rolls and, due to its 
relatively lighter mass will fall into the pocket 252 of 
the sheet metal catcher 250 resting upon the pile board 
140. * 

The jump roll 56 remains in contact with the web 
grippingit betweenitself and the lower roll 55 until after 
the next line e passes between these rolls. Atthis point 
the new terminal margin of the web being the former 
Iine of perforation d where the web has just been burst? 
will be gripped and Snatched forwardly by the pull rolls 

In the meantime the cam 79 causes the " 
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98?100 and the card Cwill be burst from the web W2 
alongthe nextline e whereupon the cardwillbe fedrapid 
lyforward bythe pullrolisard duetoitssomewhatgreater 
mass will be tossed over the top of the partition 254 of 
the catcher 250 into the larger pocket 255 designed to 
contain the successive cards Cas they are burst from the 
web. Shortly after the new end margin e of the sheet 
has passed between the bite of the rolls SS and 56 the 
jump rol156 is raised by means of the cam 79 and the 
feed of the webis continued by means of the feeding and 
operating rnechanism in advance of the bursting station, 
?intil the new margin moves into the bite of the pull 
rolls 98?100 again Thereupon the jump roll 56 drops, 
the nexttabis burst from the web tossed into the com 
partment252 and the nextfollowing card similarly sepa 
rated or severed from the web while the jump roll 56 
remains in contact with the web from a point slightly 
in advance ofthe line eto a pointjust to the rearthereof. 
The catching tray or receiver 259 which rests upon 

the pile board 140 may vary Somewhatin actual detailed 
construction but will consist generally of a sheet metal 
receptacle having a rear wall 260 with side flanges 251? 
a pair of side walls 262 extending forwardly to the front 
wal1263 and joined thereto The frontwalland portions 
of the side walls are preferably curved somewhatat their 
upper and forward portions to closely approach and con 
form to the curvature of the pull rolls. The interme 
diate vertical partition 254 divides the Smaller tab re 
ceiving pocket from the larger card receiving receptacle 
255 A bottom plate 268 is provided for the smaller 
receptacle and a bottom plate 269 for the larger com 
partment The device is readily removable from the pile 
board when changing from one type of web to another. 
AS already indicated the combination cam and gear 

"unit70?75 is furnishedin various modifications of cam 
surface to provide the appropriatetiming of the gripping 
by the restraining rolls according to the nature and size 
of the Sections to be Severed from the web. 

It will be understood that various changes and alter 
ations may be made in the embodiments set forth and 
described herein without departing from the scope of the 
invention as determined by the following claims. 

Having thus described the invention whatis claimed 
as new and desired tobesecured by Letters Patentis? 

1. In a sheet Severing machine of the class described, 
in combination: a frame; a pair of cooperating feeding 
and restraining rolls on said frame between which said 
strip is fed means on said frame for feeding said strip 
to Said pair of rolls and means for driving at least one 
of Said rolls at substantially the same peripheral speed 
as the linear feeding rate of said strip; a pair of cooper 
ating pull rolls mounted on said frame beyond said first 
pair of rolls means for adjusting the distance between 
Said pairs of rolls in accordance with the length of the 
sheet to be severed; a transverse Severing blade carried 
by said frame between the two pairs of rolls and against 
which the sheet is adapted to be abruptly brought in or 
derto severit?and means mounting said blade formove 
ment to and fromits operative position adjacent the path 
of the Strip between Said pairs of rolls?whereby one of 
said pairs of rolls may be brought very close to the other 
for severing the strip into very short lengths; means for 
driving said pull rolls at a faster peripheral speed than 
the linear feed of said strip: means for intermittentiy 
causing said restraining rolls to alternately separate and 
come into gripping contact with the strip; and means for 
timing said last named means in accordance with the 
length of the sheet to be severed and the spacing ofthe 
two pairs of rolls. 

2. In a sheet Severing machine of the class described, 
in combination:aframe;a pair ofsuperposed cooperating 
feeding andrestraining rolls on said frame between which 
Said strip is fed pin-feed means on said frame for ac 
Curately feedingsaid Strip to Said pair ofrolls and means 
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for driving at least one of said rolls atsubstantially the 
same peripheral speed as the linear feeding rate of Said 
strip; a pair of superposed cooperating pull rolls mounted 
on said frame beyond said first pair of rolls rneans for 
adjusting the distance between said pairs of rolls in ac 
cordance with the length of the Sheet to be Severed; a 
transverse severing blade pivotally carried by Said frame 
between the two pairs ofrolls and against which the sheet 
is adapted to be abruptly brought in order to Sever it, 
and means mounting Said blade for Swinging movement 
to and from its operative position adjacent the path of 
the strip between said pairs of rolls whereby one of Said 
pairs of rolls may be brought very close to the other for 
severing the strip into very short lengths by direct burst 
ing pull without the use of said ledger blade; means for 
driving said pull rolls at a faster peripheral Speed than 
the linear feed of Said strip; means for intermittently 
causing said restraining rolls to alternately separate and 
come into gripping contact with the Strip; and means for 
timing said last named means in accordance with the 
1ength of the sheetto be Severed and the Spacing of the 
two pairs of rolls. 

3. The machine as described in claim 2 in which the 
edge of Said blade is generally V-shaped the apex of 
the blade coinciding with the central portion of the web 
whereby the cutis started in the middle of the web. 

4. The machine as described in claim 2 in which the 
edge of Said blade is generally V-shaped and projects 
downwardly from above the web?the apex of the blade 
coinciding with the central portion of the web and the 
apex of the blade being disposed slightly rearwardly of 
the lateralends of the blade with respectto the direction 
of travel of the web whereby the cutis started in the 
middle of the web and proceeds toward the side edges 
thereof. 

5. The machine as described in claim 2 in which the 
Severing blade is carried by a Swinging frame including 
a lateral member positioned closely adjacenta side mem 
ber of the main frame a recess in one of said members, 
and a Spring-pressed locking pin carried by the adjacent 
other member and adapted to Snapinto the recess to lock 
the blade in Operative position and manually rennovable 
for releasing the blade So thatit may be swungto inoper 
ative position. 

6 The method of bursting Successive cards and inter 
vening stubs from a travelling web of cardboard which 
comprises providing weakened transverse Severance lines 
across the web for ready separation thereof alternate 
1ines marking the forward edges of one of the narrow 
stubs and the forward edge of one of the longer cards? 
passing said web between a pair of restraining rolls and 
thence between a pair of pull rolls drivingsaid pull rolls 
at a faster Speed than Said restraining rolls and maintain 
ing them continually in gripping position with respect to 
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12 
thewebandits componentelements bringing the restrain 
ing rolls intermittentlyinto and out of gripping contact 
with the web?causing the gripping restraining rolls to 
grip the web upon a card area immediately in advance 
of the line marking the forward edge of the following 
stub area at substantially the Same time the next pre 
ceding stub area enters the bite of the second gripping 
pull rolls and causing the restraining rolls to remainin 
gripping contact with the web until shortly after the Said 
line marking the forward edge of Said Stub area passes 
the bite of the restraining rolls at which time the pull 
rolls have seized the forward edge of the preceding card 
area whereby the Successive stub and card areas are 
snatched from the web alongsaid lines of Severance. 

7. The method of severing sections of alternately vary 
ing predetermined length from a travelling web having 
transverse weakened lines thereacross determining the 
boundaries of said sections which method comprises 
moving the web longitudinally inits plane between first 
and Second rotary gripping means maintaining the Spac 
ing of said two gripping means at approximately the 
length of the longer of said Sections maintaining con 
tinual gripping contact with the web by means of the sec 
ond of Said gripping means and rotating the same at a 
faster rate than the first encountered rotary gripping 
means intermittently causing alternate releasing and 
applying of gripping pressure by the firstgripping means, 
and timing the application of the gripping pressure of 
Said first means to the web to occur momentarily from 
just before one of Said transverse Severance lines has 
passed the bite of Said first gripping means until just 
after Said line has passed the bite of said first named 
gripping means whereby the second gripping means 
Snatches the Smaller end Section of the web separatingit 
closely adjacent Said Second gripping means and immedi 
ately Snatches the advancing edge of the next and larger 
section and while the first named gripping means is still 
in engagement with the web separates the largersection 
closely adjacent the first named gripping means the Suc 
cessive next remaining sections of the web being re 
Strained during such severing by the firstgripping means. 
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